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O (72 athlon, it in Gulf conce77. 
Beit known that I, FENTONB. TURCK, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at Chicago, 
in the county of Cook and State of Illinois, 

5 have invented new and useful.Improvements 
in Massage Apparatus, of which the following 
is a specification. 
My invention relates particularly to hydro 

electric massage apparatus; and my primary 
To object is to provide apparatus of this charac 

ter whereby a body may be treated simulta 
neously with a shower-bath, electric current, 
and frictional manipulation. 
My invention is illustrated in its preferred 

15 embodiment in the accompanying drawings, 
in which 
Figurel represents the complete apparatus; 

and Fig. 2, an enlarged broken section of a 
glove or mitten employed, the section being 

2O taken as indicated at line 2 of Fig. 1. 
A represents a metallic foot-plate or body 

contact; B, a glove or mitten which may be 
worn either by the bather or an attendant; C, 
a flexible Water-bag suspended by a trans 

25 verse support C. between boards or levers C, 
pivotally joined at their upper ends and 
spring-connected at their lower ends, said bag 
having an air or gas connection a' D, a flexi 
ble water-tube communicating with a trans 

3o verse spraying-head, jet-producing device, or 
doucheb, with which the glove B is provided 
on its front wrist portion and which is sup 
plied with forwardly-directed perforations b' 
D', a water-tube connecting the tube D with 

35 the bag C; D, a wire-conduit with which the 
tube D is equipped; ID, a wire within the con 
duit D* and having an uninsulated end c with 
in the spraying-head; D', a wire connecting 
the wire D with the battery D, and Da wire 

40 connecting the battery with the plate A. 
The manner of use will be readily under 

stood. A quantity of Water is supplied to the 
bag C, and thereafter the bag is expanded by 
means of compressed air or gas distending 

45 the spring connecting the levers C". The 
bather occupies a position with his feet con 
tacting with the plate A, and if the massag 
ing is to be done by the bather the glove B is 
applied to one of his hands. Water under 

5o pressure escapes through the perforations l' 

of the spraying-head b and may be directed 
to any portion of the body. The palm of the 
glove or mitten is covered with friction-points 
or with friction material and serves as a 
means for massaging the body. When the 
minute streams of Water strike the body, it 
will be observed the electrical circuit is conn 
pleted through said streams of water. The re 
Sultis that at the same time the Water shower 
is administered what may be described as a 
“shower of electricity’ also is administered. 
As the water in the bag C is displaced by the 
air therein the boards C are drawn together 
by the action of the spring connecting them, 
thereby reducing the volume of the bag and 
maintaining the air-pressure. 
Experiment has shown that with this ap 

paratus the body may be thoroughly bathed 
and massaged with the use of a compara 
tively small amount of Water. Inasmuch as 
the surface of the body which is being treat 
ed at a given instant is limited, the harm 
ful shock to the system which might follow 
from the use of a larger quantity of w is 
avoided. Moreover, the massaging operation 
tends to relieve internal congestion and to in 
crease the exhilarating effect. The applica 
tion of the electric streams through the mi 
nute streams of water stimulates the nerves 
and greatly increases the local circulation, 
thereby enhancing the beneficial result men 
tioned very greatly. 
In case of patients of low vitality the appa 

ratus will prove of inestimable value for the 
reasons already suggested. It will be under 
stood that such a patient may readily be treat 
ed by an attendant, since the electric circuit 
will be completed through the patient’s body 
regardless of the fact that the glove or mit 
ten may be worn by the attendant. It is of 
course understood that the end c of the Wire 
D is insulated from the hand of the person 
wearing the mitten. 
Any suitable means may be provided for 

connecting the spraying-head or douche With 
the hand, and the form of the mitten employed 
for the massaging operation may be varied. 
Other changes in details of construction with 
in the spirit of my invention may be made. 
IIence no undue limitation is to be under 
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stood from the foregoing detailed descrip- ing an uninsulated portion projecting into 
tion. 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is 

IO 

1. The combination of a massaging-mitten 
equipped with a douche, and a flexible tube 
communicating with said douche, substan 
tially as described. 

2. The combination of a douche, a flexible 
Water-bag, a tube connecting said bag with 
Said douche, and spring-actuated means for 
collapsing said water-bag. 

3. The combination of a massaging-mitten 
equipped at its front or palm side with a 
douche, a fluid-supply tube communicating 
with said douche, an electric conductor hav 

said douche, an electric source connected 
with said conductor, and a body contact con 
nected with said electric source. 

4. The combination of a massaging-mitten 
equipped with a douche, a fluid-supply tube 
communicating with said douche, a water 
bag communicating with said tube, an elec 
tric conductor having an uninsulated portion 
projecting into said douche, an electric gen 
erator connected with said conductor, and a 
body contact connected with said generator. 

FENTON B. TURCEK. 
In presence of 

D. W. LEE, 
W. B. DAVIES. 
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